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1. Metal Manager Introduction 

1.1. Modules 

Metal-Manager is a tool that contains three different functional parts (modules): 

• Calculation Management 

• Shop floor Management 

• Quality Control Management 

In this document, a use-case will be described for each of these modules. 

1.2. Environment 

This use-case example can be followed using a fresh Microsoft Dynamics 365 

Business Central sandbox environment with the Belgian localization. This 

example is described in English but should also work in the NLB language 

configuration. 
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1.3. Extensions 

Metal-Manager comes as a single Business Central Extension: 
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2. Calculation Management 

2.1. Flow 

Metal-Manager is a tool that is designed for a specific type of customers who are  

Working in the metal industry. A typical flow for this kind of companies is as 

follows: 

1. Price request (quote) comes in from a (potential) customer, this is 

typically a technical drawing or a spec sheet. 

2. A calculation is made that results in quantity specific prices that are then 

communicated back to the customer. This calculation can be created from 

scratch or based on a previous calculation. 

3. When the customer agrees with the quote and orders the metal pieces, the 

item is created. The item should not require any more attention from the 

user, it should be fully configured and ready for use in a production 

environment. 
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2.2. Example Context 

Before we start this use-case we should first take a look at the specific example 

that is going to be used: 

 

This metal part is a fairly simple object that is a typical product made by 

subcontractors of larger machine building companies. This is a good example of a 

product that is made by a potential Microsoft Business Central customer that 

could need an extension like Metal-Manager. 
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2.2.1. Raw Materials 

The only raw material we need to manufacture this specific example is sheet 

metal. Sheet metal comes in different thicknesses and material types. A few 

examples: 

• Galvanized steel 3000x1500x6 

• Aluminum 1500x1000x5 

This raw material arrives at the 

manufacturing site in standard form-

factors. There can be sheet metal or 

rolled metal: 

In our example we will manufacture this metal part using 6mm thick galvanized 

steel. 

2.2.2. Manufacturing Process 

In the vast majority of the cases (almost all cases) the manufacturing process 

results in a batch of the same parts. So, this is a serial manufacturing process. In 

this example we will perform the following routing actions on the sheet metal: 

1. Laser cutting 

2. Drilling 

3. Deburring 

4. Folding 
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2.2.2.1. Laser Cutting 

As a first action in the 

manufacturing process the raw 

material (sheet metal) will be 

positioned on a laser cutting 

machine.  

This machine can be 

programmed so it can cut the 

contours of our metal piece 

automatically, while leaving as 

few wastes of raw material as 

possible. 

2.2.2.2. Drilling 

The second action is drilling the 

holes that are needed to mount the 

piece to the rest of the assembly  

(a machine for example)  

This is done as a second action 

because it is easier to drill holes in 

a flat piece of metal. 
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2.2.2.3. Deburring 

Because the drilling process leaves burrs 

on the metal, we need to deburr it.  

This is done using a deburring machine or 

a special drill-bit: 

 

 

2.2.2.4. Folding 

The last step in the manufacturing process is the folding of the sheet metal. This 

produces the end result. After this step the metal piece is finished, and it can 

then be shipped to the customer or put-away in the inventory. 
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2.3. Use-Case preparation 

To be able to work your way through this use-case scenario, a few prerequisites 

must be met: 

• User must have rights to the metal-manager extension 

• Metal-Manager must be setup using the setup-wizard 

• The raw material items should be available 

• The work-centers and production environment in general should be setup 

properly. 

• You will need a Business Central Premium setup. 

In the following part of this document we will do the minimum that is needed to 

meet this prerequisite. 

2.3.1. User-Rights for Metal-Manager 

The user must have rights to the Metal-Manager extension. With the installation 

of the extension comes a permission set that can be added to the user rights of 

the test-user: 
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2.3.2. Raw Materials 

In the item list, we need to add the item describing the sheet metal that is going 

to be used in the use-case.  In this section of the document, only fields that are 

needed by the Metal-Manager extension are highlighted, all other fields follow 

the standard Business Central logic. 

 To 

be able to use this item we need some inventory. Therefore, we need to create 

an item journal line and post it: 
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2.3.3. Work Centers 

To be able to perform this use-case we need to create 4 work centers. 

• Laser 

• Drill 

• Deburr 

• Fold 

Only the highlighted fields are mandatory for Metal-Manager, the standard 

Business Central setup requirements also apply. 

 

Note: The routing link field could be entered manually, but we will leave it open 

here because the Metal-Manager Setup-Wizard is able to do this setup 

automatically. 

For this use-case we need the following list of work centers: 
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2.3.4. Metal-Manager Setup-Wizard 

After the user has been granted rights to the extension, the default role-center 

makes a remark about the lack of setup for the Metal-Manager module: 

 

In this screen, click on the ‘Open Assisted Setup’ link.  The Assisted Setup list 

page opens: 

The Metal-Manager extension contains three Setup-Wizards: 

• Set up Metal Manager Calculation 

• Set up Metal Manager Quality 

• Set up Metal Manager Shop floor 

Remark: The shop floor setup-wizard is completed by default. This is because 

there are no settings that need to be filled in. The Setup-Wizard could be run 

again to change the default settings. 

For this part of the use-case we only need to run the Set-up Metal Manager 

Calculation Assisted-Setup. Clicking on the start-setup function starts this Setup-

Wizard: 
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A calculation is a new type of document that needs a number series setup. The 

setup-wizard can use a default no. series, that will be created by the setup-

wizard itself, or another, user defined no. series. For this use-case we will use 

the default setting. Then click Next. 

 

The second step in the setup-wizard asks for the following settings: 

• Standard Margin %: the default margin percentage that is applied to the 

cost prices that will be calculated, this gives us the sales price that is used 

on the quote. 

• Rounding Precision: this field indicates the rounding precision that will 

be applied to the quantities that we will specify in de materials list of a 

calculation.  

• Due Date Calculation Formula: When we write a quote to a customer, 

there will be a due date. This setup field indicates how long a quote will be 

valid.  

After this setup is done, click next. 
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Since Metal-Manager uses the manufacturing module of Business-Central we 

need the routing link codes to be properly setup. This step in the setup-wizard 

makes sure that all work centers are linked to a routing link code correctly. When 

this option is left at default, the system will automatically create the missing 

routing link codes and link them to the work centers. When we use the manual 

option, the system will rely on the user to make sure all routing link codes are 

properly setup. 

Click next. 
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The next step in the setup-wizard asks for an optional item template code that 

will be used when we create a new item based on a calculation. When this field is 

left blank, users will be asked for an item template every time a new item is 

created. 

Choose the ARTI000001 item template and click next. 

The final screen in the Metal-Manager Setup-Wizard gives an overview of the 

chosen settings. Click Finish to save all settings and complete the wizard. 
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2.3.5. Another setup 

In the use-case we use a standard Business Central Cronus Customer template. 

This template misses some data that will be a problem while creating a quote 

from a calculation. If we do not correct this missing setup we will get the 

following error: 

 

To correct this, we must go to the customer template list, select the ‘Bedrijf’ 

record and change it so it looks like this: 
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The Manufacturing Setup is also not set by default in a sandbox Cronus. The 

Manufacturing Setup page should look like this: 

 
All number series must be default no. series and have a valid configuration. 
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2.4. Use-Case walkthrough 

2.4.1. Business Opportunity 

Our customer asks us for a quote for the metal part that has been described in 

the section ‘Example Context’ of this document: 

 

It is uncertain if this part will have to be manufactured or not, so it should not be 

in our item list yet. Metal-manager allows us to configure and calculate the price 

of this part without the need for it to be in the item list. In order to do so, we 

start from the contact card (if the potential customer is not yet in our customer 

list) or from the customer card. In this use-case we will start from a new contact. 
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2.4.2. Contact Creation 

Create a contact describing the potential customer that is asking for a quote: 

 

Starting from this contact card we will create a new calculation sheet that 

describes the metal part. 

2.4.3. Calculation 

2.4.3.1. New Calculation Card 

To create a new calculation, click on the button in the ribbon of the contact card: 
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This opens the list of existing calculations for this contact  

(should be empty right now): 

 

The ‘new’ button on the ribbon creates a new calculation for this contact, before 

the system can create a calculation however, it asks for a customer template: 

 

Note: This question enables the calculation to create a new customer when the 

calculation is validated, and the item is effectively ordered. This question is only 

shown when we start from a contact card that has no business-relation to an 

existing customer. 
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When the customer template is chosen, the calculation screen opens: 

 

The calculation screen has the following data structure: 

• Calculation with a general tab 

• Subpage ‘Routing’: that describes the steps to manufacture the item 

o Every routing line has the used materials as detail lines. This means 

that when you switch records on the routing subpage, the contents 

of the materials subpage will change. 

• Charges subpage: that contains the costs that have to be made to 

manufacture this product. 

• Prices subpage: the calculation results in a price structure that is 

visualized in this subpage.  

In the general tab we enter the description for this calculation, in this case ‘Metal 

part 001’ The link to the contact, the due date and default margin are already 

present in the page. The status of the calculation is ‘open’. 
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2.4.3.2. Routing Subpage 

We now need to describe how the metal part will be manufactured, see the 

section ‘Manufacturing process’ for more details about this. To add this data to 

the calculation we need to enter data in the Routing and Materials subpages. 

The following data should be entered in the routing subpage: 

Field Value 

Record 1:  

  Type Work Center 

  No. Laser 

  Setup Time 15 

  Run Time 1 

Record 2:  

  Type Work Center 

  No. Drill 

  Setup Time 5 

  Run Time 2 

Record 3:  

  Type Work Center 

  No. Deburr 

  Setup Time 10 

  Run Time 10 

Record 4:  

  Type Work Center 

  No. Fold 

  Setup Time 10 

  Run Time 10 
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This gives us the following data in the subpage: 

 

2.4.3.3. Materials Subpage 

In this use-case only the first routing line needs raw materials. In this case we 

will manufacture the metal part based on the previously created sheet metal 6 

mm item.  

In the routing subpage, select the first line that describes the Laser Cutting step 

of the manufacturing process.  In de Materials Subpage enter the following data: 

Field Value 

  Type Item 

  Quantity 0,1 (we will manufacture 10 pieces from 1 sheet metal plate) 

This results in the following data in the page: 
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2.4.3.4. Charges Subpage 

The last (and optional) step is the creation of specific charges for this calculation. 

In this example we will take the administrative costs into account by adding 

them to the calculation of the metal part that will be manufactured.   

To do this we first need to add a Charge to the Charge table by selecting the 

code dropdown and using the ‘new’ function: 

 

 

Now we can add this charge to the calculation: 

 

In the quantity field we can specify what quantity of this charge must be 

calculated. In this case enter 1 in this field.  
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2.4.3.5. Prices Subpage 

The last step in the calculation is the definition of the sellable quantities for this 

item. In this case we can ship the metal part in batches of 10, 100 or 1000. We 

also want to know how much a single item (like when we have to make a 

prototype) would cost.  

In the 'prices' subpage define these sellable quantities by creating 4 records 

where you only validate the quantity field. This gives you the following data: 

 

In this case we see a clear difference between the prototype (110,50 EUR) and 

the batch of 100 pieces (31,30 EUR/piece).  This price difference can be 

explained because of the fact that the setup times for the different routing lines 

and the administration cost (charge) can be spread out over all the units in the 

batch.  

Note: For commercial reasons it is still possible to change the margin or net unit 

price in the 'prices' subpage. In this case we could state that the sales price for 

the 100 batch should be 34/piece and for the 1000 batch it should be 33,5/piece.  

This can be done by entering a discount percentage and/or a unit price: 
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2.4.4. Quote Creation 

Now that we have a fully configured calculation we can create a new sales quote 

that we can send to our customer/contact. 

To do this, click on the ‘Create Quote’ action: 

 

After this button has done the create quote function the system reacts with a 

notification: 

 

Click on the ‘Open Quote’ link. The system will open the sales quote: 
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The Quote can now be processed using standard Business Central functionality. 

Note: It is pointless to print this quote with a total price since it is a price list 

describing the prices per quantity. Since lay-outs are customer-specific we 

cannot provide a lay-out for this type of quotes as part of our extension. 

2.4.5. Item Creation 

When the customer agrees with the quote and wants to order the item we need 

to validate the calculation and create the item, so it can be used in the order and 

the manufacturing functionality of Business Central 

To create the item, open the calculation and click on the “Create/update Item” 

action: 
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After the system succeeded in creating the item the following feedback returns to 

the user: 

 

You can open the new item by clicking the ‘Open item’ link in the notification. 
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The new item is fully configured for manufacturing and has a new BOM and 

Routing linked to it: 

 

The calculation Routing and Materials have been entered into the routing and the 

BOM that are both certified: 
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The new item is now available in the item list and can be used to manufacture 

using the default manufacturing module of Business Central: 

 

The item also contains the calculated prices: 

 

And discounts: 
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In order to be able to follow the next chapter in this document you should create 

a released production order that looks like this and finish it: 
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3. Shop floor Management 

3.1. Flow 

Metal-Manager contains a fully functional shop floor management system. This 

enables our customers to manage the actions in the manufacturing process and 

enables collection of the correct data in an easy way.  

The shop floor system collects all data that is needed to process a released 

production order document in Business Central. Every action is driven by a 

separate barcode. These barcodes are printed at the moment the production 

order is released to the manufacturing process. The following actions can be 

performed using the Metal-Manager Shop floor system: 

• Open the Production order document 

• Add Comments to the production order document 

• Start working time on a routing line 

• End working time on a routing line 

• Register general working time on a routing line 

• Finish a quantity of products on a routing line 

• Finish a routing line 

The barcodes contain some contextual information on their own, only variable 

data (quantities, times, …) will be required as input.  In this way Metal-manager 

shop floor management minimizes the amount of data that the workers have to 

provide. 
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3.2. Example Context 

For this use-case we will continue to use the example we prepared in the chapter 

about calculation. We will go through the production process of the released 

production order and process it using the Shop floor system that comes with the 

Metal-manager extension.  

The following actions will be taken: 

• Open the Production order document 

• Add a comment to the production document 

• Start the first routing by starting time registration 

• Ending the first routing by ending time registration 

• Finishing a quantity on the first routing 

• Adding general working time on the second routing 

• Finish all quantities and routings so the system will post some output on 

the production order. 
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3.3. Use-Case Preparation 

3.3.1. Metal-Manager Setup-Wizard 

The Metal-Manager extension comes with a setup-wizard for the shop floor 

system. This wizard shows up as completed right after you have installed the 

extension. This is because all setup that is required is set by default. You can re-

run the wizard by using the Assisted Setup functionality of Business Central. 

The first step in the wizard is: 

 

In this step you can specify barcode field separator. Like already mentioned 

above, the barcodes that are used in the shop floor system already contain some 

data. The separate fields of this data are split by using this separator character. 

By default, we use the dollar sign, but this can be changed.  Only change this if 

there is a technical problem with the scanner.   

The second part of this step manages the way the barcodes will be generated. 

You can choose from the following barcode types: 

• Code128: a default code 128 barcode is generated 

• Code39: a default code 39 barcode is generated 

• Webservice: Metal-Manager provides a web service that is able to 

generate code 128 barcodes from an azure-function in the cloud. The URL 

for this function is: https://escbarcodegenerator.azurewebsites.net/ 

api/GenerateBarCode 

https://escbarcodegenerator.azurewebsites.net/%0bapi/GenerateBarCode
https://escbarcodegenerator.azurewebsites.net/%0bapi/GenerateBarCode
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Click next to go to the second step of the setup-wizard: 

 

In this step you can change the way the shop floor system identifies the users 

that are logging data into the database. There are two ways of managing this. 

• Require Resource to login = true: The shop floor system requires a 

user to login first before he can log data. When all data is entered, the 

user must log out of the shop floor screen, enabling a colleague to login 

and enter data. 

• Require Resource to login = false: Every time a user wants to log 

something, the shop floor system will ask for identification.   

The default setting is ‘True’. 

The Shop floor system also provides the users with a history log of all scans that 

have been made. You can choose the level of detail of this history: 

• Full history: Every scan will be visualized on the shop floor screen 

• Active Operations Only: Only active operations will be shown in the 

shop floor screen.  

The last field in this step is the ‘Initialize Quantities’ field. If this field is set to 

true, the shop floor system will provide the user with the remaining quantity of 

whatever he is trying to enter. If the field is set to false, the user will be forced 

to enter all quantities himself. 
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Click next… 

This concludes the setup-wizard: 

 

3.3.2. Released production Order 

If you haven’t already made a released production order in the Calculation 

chapter of this document, do so now. We will use this production order and 

process is using the shop floor system: 
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3.4. Use-Case walkthrough 

3.4.1. Preparing Shop Floor Documents 

Before we can use the shop floor system on the production order we first need to 

print the production documents. These documents will contain the barcodes that 

will be scanned throughout this walkthrough. 

To print the documents, navigate to the released production order and use the 

‘print bar codes’ action in the ribbon: 

 

This action will launch a few reports: 

• General Production order sheet 

• Routing Sheets 
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3.4.1.1. General production order sheet 

The first print gives you the general overview of the manufacturing process and 

contains two barcodes: 

 

When you don’t have a scanner installed, you can copy the data underneath into 

the shop floor system (will only work when working on the same order no.): 

Function Barcode Data 

Open production Order POD$PO00002 

Add Comment PAC$PO00002$10000 
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3.4.1.2. Laser Cutting 

For the laser cutting routing a specific sheet is created: 

 

Barcode Data: 

Function Barcode Data 

Open production Order POD$PO00002 

Add Comment PAC$PO00002$10000 

Start Time Registration PT1$PO00002$10000$10 

Stop Time Registration PT0$PO00002$10000$10 

Manual Time Registration PTR$PO00002$10000$10 

Finish Quantity PFQ$PO00002$10000$10 

Finish Operation PFO$PO00002$10000$10 

Add Comment PAC$PO00002$10000 
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3.4.1.3. Drilling 

For the drilling routing a specific sheet is generated: 

  

Barcode Data: 

Function Barcode Data 

Open production Order POD$PO00002 

Add Comment PAC$PO00002$10000 

Start Time Registration PT1$PO00002$10000$20 

Stop Time Registration PT0$PO00002$10000$20 

Manual Time Registration PTR$PO00002$10000$20 

Finish Quantity PFQ$PO00002$10000$20 

Finish Operation PFO$PO00002$10000$20 

Add Comment PAC$PO00002$10000 
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3.4.1.4. Deburring 

For the deburring routing a specific sheet is generated:  

 

Barcode Data: 

Function Barcode Data 

Open production Order POD$PO00002 

Add Comment PAC$PO00002$10000 

Start Time Registration PT1$PO00002$10000$30 

Stop Time Registration PT0$PO00002$10000$30 

Manual Time Registration PTR$PO00002$10000$30 

Finish Quantity PFQ$PO00002$10000$30 

Finish Operation PFO$PO00002$10000$30 

Add Comment PAC$PO00002$10000 
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3.4.1.5. Folding 

For the folding routing a specific sheet is generated: 

 

Barcode Data: 

Function Barcode Data 

Open production Order POD$PO00002 

Add Comment PAC$PO00002$10000 

Start Time Registration PT1$PO00002$10000$40 

Stop Time Registration PT0$PO00002$10000$40 

Manual Time Registration PTR$PO00002$10000$40 

Finish Quantity PFQ$PO00002$10000$40 

Finish Operation PFO$PO00002$10000$40 

Add Comment PAC$PO00002$10000 
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3.4.1.6. Resource barcodes 

You will need a list of barcodes based on the resources in the system. Metal-

Manager provides a report that prints all resource barcodes. You can start this 

report from the shop floor setup card: 

 

The resulting report looks like this: 

 

Note: The barcode data is in this case the resource No. field. So, for testing 

purposes you can just enter the resource no. where the shop floor system asks 

you to scan the resource barcode. 
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3.4.2. Shop Floor screen 

The shop floor screen can be opened from the released production orders list: 

 

Depending on the setup, there will be a login screen first (when you have set-up 

the system, so it requires the resource to login. 

 

Enter a resource no. in this field to login to the shop floor screen: 
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The shop floor system screen is kept very simple on purpose. There are only two 

fields that are visible: 

• Session Resource: The resource that is currently logged in to the shop 

floor. All registrations will be linked to this resource until he uses the ‘Stop 

Session’ action in the ribbon. 

• Scan Code: This field is the place where the cursor must be positioned in 

order to scan a barcode. After validation of this field the scanned barcode 

is parsed, and the function is launched. 

3.4.3. Open production order 

As a first action, we will scan (or type) the barcode in the scan code field to open 

the production order screen. 

 

After validation, the production order card should open. 
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3.4.3.1. Checking the scanning history 

The scan history can at all times be checked by using the ‘Data’ action on the 

shop floor screen: 

 

 
Note: this data is also used by the job queue to process the scans to the 

database. In this use-case we will process the data manually by using the 

‘Process Data’ action in the ribbon. 
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3.4.4. Adding Comments to the production order 

Next, we will add some comments to the production order from within the shop 

floor system. To do so, return to the shop floor screen and scan/type the barcode 

to start this action: 

 

Because the system cannot parse all data from the barcode scan (the actual 

comment is not in there) the data collector screen is triggered.  In this screen we 

can enter the comment data: 

 

When the data collector screen is closed, the data is written to the database for 

further processing. 
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3.4.4.1. Checking The data 

When we take a look at the data again the following should now be visible: 

 

This data is now ready to be processed to the production order. To do this click 

on the ‘Process Data’ action in the ribbon: 

 

When we now go and take a look at the production order header, the following 

comment should be visible: 
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3.4.5. Logging out of the Shop Floor 

Before we start processing the production order we will first log out of the shop 

floor system. To do so, click the ‘Stop Session’ action on the ribbon: 

 

This ends the session of the current resource and respawns the login screen: 

 

Log in to the shop-floor system with a different resource by entering or scanning 

his no. in the login name field. 
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3.4.6. Starting Time Registration on a routing 

In this use-case, the resource DAVY will start working on the laser cutting step. 

Before he does so, he will register this in the shop floor. After login in to the 

system enter the start time registration barcode into the start code field: 

 

After this barcode has been validated the data collector page opens up. In this 

page the current date and time is entered by default: 

 

This can be changed by using the ‘Change Registration Date and Time‘ action in 

the ribbon, this action will make the field editable: 

 

After this action is performed, the routing ‘Laser Cutting’ has been started, this 

will be visualized on the ‘Recent activity’ subpage of the Shop Floor screen: 

 

No processing is needed after the ‘Start Time Registration’ action. The time 

registration is not complete, it requires a ‘Stop Time Registration’ action first. 
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3.4.7. Stopping Time Registration on a routing 

Before the system can calculate how long a resource has been working on a 

routing line, the stop time registration function must be performed. Do this by 

scanning/entering the appropriate barcode into the start code field: 

 

Because the system still needs more information the data collector screen pops 

up: 

 

This screen is the same as the one showing while using the start time 

registration function. After the screen is closed, the routing line is stopped: 
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3.4.7.1. Checking The data 

Now that we have an ending time for the work on the laser cutting routing, we 

can post this time to the production capacity ledger entries. To do this, go to the 

shop floor data screen and click on the process data action: 

 

In this specific case, the difference between the start time registration scan and 

the stop time registration scan was 9 minutes. This is now posted to the capacity 

ledger entries on the production order. 

3.4.8. Finish quantity on a routing 

Now that we have registered some time on the laser cutting routing line, we are 

able to finish some products. This is done by using the following scan code: 

 

Again, the data collector pops up to ask the user for the quantity that is to be 

finished: 
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After you entered the quantity the screen closes, and the data is written to the 

shop floor system data table: 

 

3.4.8.1. Checking the data 

Again, go to the shop floor data screen. The following data should show up: 

 

Using the process data action processes this new line. After processing is finished 

the user receives a notification confirming the successful processing: 
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3.4.9. Manual time registration on routing 

Another way of registering time on the routing is with the manual time 

registration function. The main difference between this and the start/stop 

method is that only one scan is needed. The data collector page will ask for a 

specific quantity of minutes instead of registering a start datetime and a stop 

datetime separately. 

The downside to this way of logging times is that there’s no indication in the 

recent activity log which routings are currently running.  

Open the data collector screen by scanning/entering the following barcode data 

in the start code field: 

 

After validating the field, the data collector page asks the user for the time 

registration in minutes: 

 

Closing the data collector screen registers this in the shop floor date table. 
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3.4.9.1. Checking the data 

In the recent activity subpage of the shop floor system you should see the 

following entry: 

 

Processing this from the data page creates a new capacity ledger entry on the 

production order: 
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3.4.10. Finishing the routing operation 

When the routing line is complete, it should be finished. After finishing the 

routing line, no further postings can be done on it. To finish a routing line for the 

laser cutting we will scan/enter the appropriate barcode in the start code field: 

 

After validating this start code the recent activity subpage is update: 

 

3.4.10.1. Checking the data 

In the data page of the shop floor system the following should be visible: 

 

Using the action ‘process data’ the system will now process this line and change 

the status of the routing to Finished.   On the routing in the production order the 

status should now look like this: 
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3.4.11. Finishing the production order 

The standard manufacturing functionality of Microsoft Business Central only posts 

output to the inventory when the last routing line is finished. To be able to test 

this, repeat the above steps for all routing lines. In principle, it is enough to just 

repeat the Finish quantity and finish operation steps. The Time registration step 

can be skipped.  

After everything is scanned/entered and validated the recent history subpage 

looks like this: 

 

You now need to post all data by opening the data page and clicking on the 

‘Process Data’ action the output is posted. After finishing the Folding routing line, 

the system should create an output line in the item ledger entries: 
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4. Quality Management 

4.1. Flow 

The Metal-Manager quality management module provides our customer with a 

tool that allows them to check materials on specific moments in the default 

Business Central flow and make notes about the quality of the products. It does 

not take any action on the default flow of Business Central, but only enables the 

user to describe the quality of the materials at that specific moment in the flow.  

4.2. Example Context 

In this use-case we will continue where the production module left off, just after 

finishing the production order for 100 pieces of the Metal part from the previous 

Chapter of this document. This batch will be sold to our newly created customer 

from the previous chapter. 

4.3. Use-Case Preparation 

4.3.1. Metal-Manager Setup-Wizard 

Metal-manager provides an assisted setup-wizard. Start it from the assisted-

setup list: 

The first step in the wizard is just a welcome message: 

 

Click next. 
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The second step asks the user for a number series: 

 

Here we can choose for the default no. series that will be created by the wizard 

or provide a manually created no. series. Choose default and click next. 

In the last step the system provides a summary. Just click finish to save the 

settings: 

 

4.3.2. Inspection Codes 

The last wizard step makes mention of them, but unfortunately not all settings 

for this module can be provided by the wizard. We still need to create the 

inspection codes for the quality module.  

To do this we need to search for the ‘inspection code list’ in the search 

functionality: 
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In the Inspection code list click new: 

 

Create an inspection code card as below: 

 

The inspection card has two very important fields that decide how this inspection 

code will be used. In this case we want the quality check to be required in 

outbound sales situations. 
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Link this inspection code to the metal part item on the item card: 
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4.4. Use-Case Walkthrough 

4.4.1. Sales order 

First step in the use-case is to create a sales order to the customer that we 

created in the first chapter of this document. Create the following sales order: 

 

After validation of the item no. you will notice that a notification is thrown.  This 

notification indicates that a new inspection order has been created. 

After validation of the item no. the Metal-Manager quality management module 

creates the inspection order based on the inspection code that has been linked to 

the item. 
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You can click on the notification link to open the inspection order: 

 

When you try to post the shipment without approving/rejecting the inspection 

order you will get the following error message: 

 

For your convenience, the link to the required inspection order is shown as a 

notification. 
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4.4.2. Inspection Order 

In this case, the inspection code is set as required so we need to fill it in and 

approve/reject it.  

In this case fill in the inspection order and approve it: 

 

Now the shipment can be posted. The inspection order is linked to the resulting 

sales shipment document. 
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